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Characters

Sarena

She helped you get 

confidence and build your 

today’s body.

She’s faithful, strong, and 

love to sit on you.

Emma

The top popular girl and 

Sarena’s little sister.

She’s mean and haughty, and 

love up-skirts

Berry

She is Emma and Sarena’s 

mom, and also your Teacher.

She’s kind and caring, but 

also controlling and 

possessive.

She loves to take care of you.

Valerie

She is your Dad’s girlfriend.

She’s mean and used to abuse 

you when you lived with her 

and your Dad.

She loves to fuck.



Roaming system & User interface
1: Click on the clock to pass the time

When you change time, people in the house are moving and some 
new actions may appear in some maps.

2: Player’s tab
Open it to see different statistics about you and also rename your 
character.

3: Girl’s tab
Open it to see the girl’s statistics as well as their quests’ hints. You 
can also rename girls’ surnames in there.
if it’s written to wait for the next update it means I have not created 
the next content yet.

4: Map
It opens the map, so you can click on a room to move in it.
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- You can see girl’s icons to show where they actually are.

- All scenes can evolve with the progression of the girl’s quests 

and level.

1: You can take showers, one girl will enter and you get scenes. It passes 

the time.

2: Dinner time option at 06:00 PM, it increases girl’s affection to each 

others.

3: Cook option at 09:00 AM, increase girl’s affection, but them them to 

be level 1.

4: Jaccuzzi option at 02:00 PM, increase girl’s affection, but them them 

to be level 1.

5: Party option at 10:00 PM, you end the party with one girl that you 

choose.

6: TV option at 10:00 PM, increase girl’s affection, but them them to be 

level 1.

7: You can use the computer for increasing your stats, get income, read 

girl’s feedback. You can’t use it when Emma is there.
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Statistics
Progression level: After a series of quests, a girl level up. It will change what happens 
with her scenes in the roaming step, partially or totally.

Affection: This is for later game, to unlock scenes involving more than 1 girl during TV, 
Cook, dinner, or Jacuzzi. It’s mainly for their future high level.
Members of the same family won’t touch each others, it could take many forms such as 
contests or turns on you.
It will also impact the ending of the game if girls accepts other girls does things with you or 
not.
Capped at 25 for now, not content uses it yet.

Hand skill, tongue skill, cock skill: These are used to pass a quest or not. If you’re 
good enough you pass, if you’re not then you’ll have to train it at the pc and retry. It maybe 
be subject to a rework of values earned and required in the future.

Money: To buy things, required to complete some quests. You can create a daily income 
at the computer that evolves with the girls’ levels. You need to update it to take the new 
levels into consideration.

First times, numbers of cum could be used in future sentences or reactions, but there is 
nothing for now.



Positioning of the girls
*Balcony 2 is the balcony next to Berry’s room

After you pass the time, it can be with the clock, taking shower, 

or other events, giel are moving in the house, doing something 

else.

Girls will enter your room each morning, in this order:

09:00 AM 02:00 PM 06:00 PM 10:00 PM
Sarena Balcony 1 Balcony 2 Living room Backyard
Emma Dining room Backyard Computer Kitchen
Berry Kitchen Berry's room Backyard Balcony 2
Valerie Backyard Kitchen Balcony 2 Valerie's room

Morning wake-up order: Berry Emma Sarena Valerie

09:00 AM 02:00 PM 06:00 PM 10:00 PM
Shower Time Emma Sarena Valerie Berry



The Quests
When you start a new game, this is the quickest way to work Day 1: 

- Talk to Sarena at the balcony, pass the time, clock or Shower.

- Talk to Berry in her room, pass the time, clock or Shower.

- Talk to Emma at the computer, pass the time, clock or Shower.

- Talk to Valerie in her room, then go to the living room.  (Shower will bring you to the next day but you can do it)

- Start the party

From there you can choose who you want to develop.

Don’t forget to start your “Business” at the computer, try daily life scenes in the map before leveling them up, not to miss anything.

In the girl’s tab you can see everything you have to do to continue her quest.

- If it’s written “Wait for her to take action” most of the time it means you just have to pass the time until it triggers.

- If it’s written to find her then look for her icon on the map.

After you finish the quests, the girl should level up, then you should try again all daily activities, you could find new scenes/animations or 

just dialogue evolution.



FAQ
When is the next update?
I propose a new update every end of month for my beta-testers patrons on Patreon, you can become a beta-tester here: 

https://patreon.com/eroniverse

After a delay, approximately a week, after debugging and fix, I post the new content on the internet for free.

The .apk doesn’t work, why?
A common issue is when you download the .apk, you click on your download and it says impossible to open it. The solution that worked for me and many 

people was like this: In your smartphone, you have to open your file explorer, and choose to show file “APK” (Where you can choose to show image, 

videos etc...) and then open it from the APK folder. when you try to open it by clicking on your latest download, it doesn’t try to install it.

https://patreon.com/eroniverse

